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About This Game

Evolo.SpiderSim is an exciting real-time strategy game with sandbox elements.
Collect resources, build new creatures and buildings. Develop your underground colony of spiders!

Control your creatures, explore new territories and create your own unique colony.

If you like thoughtful and complex sandboxes, you are not afraid to immerse yourself in the mechanics of this game, then you
will be satisfied.

Welcome to the world of Evolo. Chaotic world of evolution.
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terrible route
needs update with the following:
1: Electrification
2: GWR HST, Class 387, Class 165\/1, 166, 153, 150\/0, 150\/1, 150\/2, 150\/9, 08, 800, 802, 57\/6, Mark 3 Coaches, 158,
Heathrow Connect Class 360 and Heathrow Express Class 332
3: Branch Lines to Heathrow Airport, West Ealing, Windsor & Eton Central, Marlow, Henley-on-Thames and extension to
Cardiff Central, Penzance, Cheltenham Spa & the Reading-Taunton Line. I'm guessing a lot of people are considering whether
to buy this or Holoball. Well, here're my thoughts as someone who owns both:

**NOTE: The following paragraph no longer applies; the Cyberpong team quickly changed the mechanics of the game to allow
for smashing and controling the ball to a much, much greater extent. You don't have to, but you can speed up the pace of the
game quite significantly if you do.

Holoball responds to how you hit the ball more than Cyberpong. Holoball really is more like raquetball, and if you're looking for
that smash-hit feeling, then Holoball is what you want. For me, smashing it ends up straining my elbow after a short play-time,
and I start feeling it there before actually working up a sweat.

Cyberpong is more polished, period. The powerups, the tetris-meets-breakout singleplayer mode, the various characters that
have different paddles (although, let's be real here - the default paddle is the best paddle), all of that just makes for a more
fleshed-out game. I played through Holoball and was done with it after about an hour. I'm still playing single player Cyberpong
trying to best my highest time.

And finally, multiplayer. I'm reserving my judgement until I see what the Holoball team does, but suffice it to say that this is the
main selling point for Cyberpong right now. It lags a bit, but only the interactions between the ball and the other player. You
never have a problem making contact with the ball (i.e. the ball never lags through your hand or anything). It's incredibly simple
- just barebones pong against another person - but that's all it needs to be. Facing off against another human being who can wave
to you, taunt a bit, sympathize when something crazy happens. You feel the company, and it's fantastic.

All in all, I'd recommend this over Holoball as of right now.. CULT GAME!
Old style RPG with great story, humor, satire and very nice looks despite its age :)
Highly recommended!. Excellent action game, taking some of the best bits of games like GTA and increasing the fast-paced
playability. Brilliant graphic style and music, too. Can't wait to see how much content and ideas get put in the final version, this
is a very complete early access title!. Awesome Game. Very cool skin. Adds Gold plated designs for a more treasure hunter feel.
I definetly enjoy the flavor it adds to the game.. Simply not good. Not like what I saw in the trailer. No menu or options.
Hopefully it'll get updated and I can change the review. Not very fun :(. add steam cloud save, played the game and did all the
achievements, now after the update there are more achievements but i dont have my safe file anymore, really unpleased.

please add a option to select any of the levels after you have finished them/finished the game. aftter finishing the game i could
only replay the last level or reset the game :(

and please add achievements for every mission/stage/level for each star rating - the 3 star rating is currently useless

otherwise i really recommend this game, artwork and stile are nice,. Escape the goddamn machines already man, wtf
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Just buying this to support Team Nekojishi :)
TAKE MY MONEY PLS

PS: LIN HU IS ALWAYS MINE. Vastly superior to the Legend of Dead Kel DLC, if you like this game then definitely get
this.. I got this game for only 10 cents because I levelled up. It was still a waste of money

1. Complete ripoff of Geometry Dash without the things that make it good
2. Bad music
3. Bad reaction times
4. Very bad spelling
5. No polish whatsoever
6. I could've probably made this game if I wanted to (I'm terrible at programming)
7. Definitely a Chinese ripoff
8. Extremely Boring

Verdict:
Just get Geometry Dash. Bite-sized, but lots of fun! WORTH IT, trust me :). I may just be immensely uncoordinated but I can't
even beat the AI on clumsy/for small children mode. However, it's cute, has nice music, and seems like it would be fun with
friends. Although online multiplayer would be way more convenient for playing with other people!. Great TD game for the
price. Pretty challenging if you're going for 3-stars on hard!. Pretty good breakout style game with a ball speed control
mechanic. 8 shitrats out of 10.. So, I watched the trailer, I see tanks, apache helicopters and guns. What\u2019s not to like,

This game is just broken the AI even spawn killed me for a while at one point. Couldn't come back into the game.

It\u2019s also fundamentally broken it many ways, health getting lost for no reason, bad physics and the game engine not
working all the time leading to some funny moments I guess, UI is terrible and no sense of story to why I am there or what I am
doing.

Sound design is AWFUL with loud annoying birds and walking sounds like someone eating cornflakes.

However, this game seems to have some assets it could use, and the environment isn't the worse I\u2019ve seen. It feels more
like a tech demo to show me something that could be cool like driving tanks etc.

I recorded the first 15 minutes and you will see what I mean.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=rmA_Z9At63M
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